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WINTER CLOVER 
Falling into a trance. . . 
the soft waxing candle, 
the threefold stance of an indeterminate; 
merely ariother push and blow against the stars, 
against the moon 
sweet silvery howling, 
regal head thrown back 
in raucous laughter. 
A small trinity bourn within, 
pink blossoms fade as it grows strong once more, 
too large for encumbrance, 
breaking out again, striking at the 
confines, 
until a feeble stalk alone remains 
of the diffusive and varient beauty. 
No blossoms, unless new blood revive, 
under space allow quickly the 
rejuvenation. 
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\HNTER 	 CLOVER (Cont'd) 
Behold 	temptation quiver at the stem, 
it cannot sustain or hold 
itself without response, 
within tempered glass. 
The candle flickers dangerous, close to fading. 
Within, a fiery gaze of scorn 
pushes back confines, 
the laughter dispells truth temptations 
with quivers of regret, 
quivers of tiny stings. 
(Outrageous fortune.) 
But from above, 
tiny amulets and figurines are 
imagining expansion, imagining infinity 
within 	scored circles. 
The howls grow feeble in time, 
Hollow echoes, with little assurance 
of cause, of response, 
of beginning. 
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